


As our last film Ink, Cocks & Rock’n’Roll 

premiered on Vice, we were discussing 

project ideas, when Krent mentioned one 

he’d had for a comic called Deep Clean 

about a road repair crew who actually had 

a much more interesting job description - 

they block up demon portals. We decided 

that sounded like one to explore...    

Deep Clean has been an amazing journey, 

but was only ever possible because of the 

collaborators we have been lucky enough 

to tempt, cajole and blackmail into being 

part of it. 

From the brilliant Paul Kaye to special 

effects guru Dan Martin, VFX maestros 

Territory Studio to top DOP Greg Duffield 

and amazing production designer Natalie 

O’Connor, this book rather wonderfully 

gives us the chance to record those  

collaborations and show off quite how 

wonderful their work is...what a thrill.

Creating a whole new world with creatures 

and a mythology is no small task. Without 

our Deep Clean crew, not only could we 

not have pulled it off, it would have been 

way less fun, so this book is dedicated to 

you all - thank you. 

  Matt Harlock & Krent Able 
  London, 2018   







At first glance, Deep Clean are just a normal road crew,  

bickering guys who prefer putting their feet up and blocking  

the traffic to real work. But there’s something we dont know.

Every night, malevolent entities enter our world through  

inter-dimensional doorways to inhabit & kill innocent people.

These portals need blocking up, and so these guys, well...







16 year old Alex hasn’t seen his Uncle Brian 

since his Dad’s funeral. A troubled kid, he’s 

been kicked out of school and is now forced 

into doing a work placement with Brian’s 

council road repair crew. Alex can’t believe 

he has to spend the day with these bickering 

slobs, but when an emergency call leads him 

down into a basement below the street,  

he realises there’s a lot more to this crew, 

and his Uncle, than he thought.  





One of the great joys of working with Krent 

Able (apart from his outrageous punctuality 

and delicate lilac scent) is his ability to  

visualise Deep Clean’s creatures. The inter- 

dimensional beasts our crew valiantly tackle 

were original creations that needed to be 

conceived, sketched, specified and then  

actually made in three dimensions to deliver 

a living, breathing beast. Here is just a  

fraction of that process... 









The Crawler, a doll-human hybrid, was  

developed but the sequence was cut  

from the script before shooting. 





Our first choice for Uncle Brian was always 

Paul Kaye. We were incredibly fortunate that 

having got the script to him, he had read and 

liked it, but he had also just finished his Game 

of Thrones run as Thoros of Myr, so he was 

also potentially available. Buoyed by this,  

we set out to find some other people who 

might play well around him.  



Paul Kaye as Brian 

and Tony Way

as Malky.



Tony Way was an obvious and brilliant fit 

to bring an underlying comedic tone to 

the belligerent complainer Malky, the Deep 

Crew no.2. We were then very fortunate to 

work with Emily Tilelli at ET Casting to go 

through many dozens of CVs, tapes and 

20 in-person auditions to discover Joshua 

Glenister as Alex and Shaquille Ali-Yebuah 

as Bungle, both real finds. Lovely additions 

were Simon Lukacs and Laura Evelyn,  

both great improv performers, to play  

our frustrated traffic couple. 

Simon Lukacs  

and Laura Evelyn as 

The Traffic Couple

Joshua Glenister as Alex

Shaquille Ali-Yebuah 

as Bungle.



So what do these inter-dimensional beasts look 

like then? We wanted to give them a strong 

raison d’etre - a mythology based on how and 

why they came through the demon doors into 

our world. So it seemed that an unformed  

demonic presence might be looking for form,  

a body to inhabit, and if humans werent readily 

available, then the nearest thing would do -  

in our case, mannequin and doll parts from the 

factory basement where the portal spat them 

out. So that’s where we started...  







After experimenting with various forms, 

and looking for a solution that we could 

practically create, as well as something 

suitably horrific, we ended up veering 

towards a fleshy maggot form that was 

augmented by body parts from the  

mannequins and dolls from our location - 

and thus the ‘doll maggot’ was born.  







Answering Brian’s distress call, Alex  

descends into the basement,where  

he comes face to face with something  

he thought existed only in his darkest  

imagination.



We were amazingly fortunate to work with  

a fabulous artist who who has created work  

for Sherlock, Doctor Who and Corin Hardy’s  

The Crow reboot. James Iles lives and works in 

Helsinki and is wonderfully adept at portraying 

mood and character. These boards were used  

in prep as well as on set to communicate with all 

department heads, but also to sell what we were 

trying to achieve to potential collaborators.   

www.jamesilesstudio.com 









...





After going through the design process with 

Krent, we began consulting weekly and then 

almost daily with Dan Martin of 13 Finger FX, who 

has worked on Prometheus, Free Fire, High Rise, 

Sightseers and many more. From the drawings, 

the ‘doll maggot’ was first sculpted in clay, then 

silicon rubber, with additional moving parts 

(arms, mouth) to be controlled by Dan’s team on 

set. These photos record just a fraction of that 

process, undertaken over 6 months. Enjoy the 

squirmy wrongness of it all.   



For the ‘doll maggot’, as we 

came to call it, we were hoping 

to create something genuinely 

unsettling. The guiding idea 

was that it had created itself, 

springing forth from the portal 

and making a body from the 

parts found in the doll factory 

basement. Ewww.   

All photos this spread: Matt Harlock



From Krent’s designs, he creates 

a master model from clay and  

3d printed parts, which are then 

cast, to allow a silicon rubber 

pouring into the mould, which is 

then textured and painted.



Tony reacts as the doll maggot steps  

on one of his lines (again)..  

Right: The ‘serious director pose’  

lightens the mood between takes. 



Dan had planned initially to hand 

puppeteer the creatures mouth,  

but his enthusiasm won out and he 

ended up creating the wire  

operated mechanism to open and 

close the mouth remotely (a few 

feet away), freeing his operator 

Liam to work on the body and arms 

while he worked the jaws for the 

creature’s dialogue.   





Our 6 day shoot in December was divided into  

‘upstairs’ and ‘downstairs’ - the exterior set in 

Southwark for the above ground crew scenes, 

followed by the interiors that were set up at the 

Silver Building in Canning Town. Mercifully rain free 

but bitterly cold, the shoot was a great team effort 

- there were of course issues to be navigated with 

driving and smoke machines, but the abiding  

memory is of everyone really being into Deep Clean 

and working like hell to get it all done...props to 

1st AD Rawdon deFresnes, and production team 

Rebekah Renford and Laura Kirby for pulling it all 

together and keeping us all jolly.      





We shot the exterior scenes (upstairs) 

outside Dulwich Cricket Club in South-

wark on two bitterly cold days in early 

December - and finally saw the result 

of 6 months planning and prep come 

together in the cast, crew and set build 

of the demon door, all tied together   

with our yellow and black Deep Clean 

van and uniforms.





The interior shoot was 3 days at the  

Silver Building in Canning Town, where  

Natalie created our doll factory basement 

and the portal. We loved the wide interior 

spaces to work with our doll maggot and  

SFX team, and then found out that not  

everyone loves smoke machines as  

much as we do.





We were extremely fortunate to bag  

Greg Duffield for Deep Clean, a hugely 

in demand DOP who has shot Raised By 

Wolves, Man Down and The Windsors. 

Shooting on a Mini Alexa with Kowa  

anamorphic lenses, he brought his wealth 

of experience to deliver the action and  

elegant compositions.    



We knew torch light would 

play a large part in the 

look of the underground 

sequences, and spent time 

sourcing just the right LED 

torches for creating the  

optimal lens flare.



Natalie’s approach to the set design was all 

about detail. We strived to create a world 

that felt real and lived in, and this applied 

just as much to stains on tea cups as to the 

lovingly detailed demon door, and most  

involved, the inter-dimensional portal.  

But perhaps the largest task was to turn  

3 rooms into a scary doll factory basement, 

complete with Hacienda-inspired black and 

yellow pillars. The solution? Foregrounds on 

mobile shopping trolleys - of course! 



The Portal was built into a doorway so that we could 

light behind it, and add rod-controlled movement 

to the edges. This beautiful creation took 3 days on 

location to make and was the toast of the set. 







Territory Studio, it is safe to say, are used  

to working on larger films - like Bladerunner 

2049, Ghost in the Shell and Ready Player  

One. So it was more than thrilling when  

founder David Sheldon-Hicks agreed to  

bring their skill and expertise to bear on our 

malfunctioning data goggles, possessed  

demon eyes and inter-dimensional portal.  

We were also lucky to work with Ripple  

& Roll who brought the doll maggot to  

biting, screaming life.      



Territory augmented the internal light source and 

energy beams, and added the flying dust motes to 

the reverse shots of our characters gazing into it  

to mesh the shots together. 



Left: Brian and Alex gaze into the portal. 

Below left: the entity tracking goggles.

Below right: Malky’s possessed demon eyes.

Ripple & Roll did excellent work 

on the doll maggot, replacing the eyes  

and adding reflections, plus creating a  

motion-tracked flickering snake-like tongue  

as well as additonal tentacles. Creepy!



We wanted to create really impactful  

imagery for the publicity of the film.  

Here is a selection of the amazing work  

of Krent Able, from early concepts, leading 

into a set of more finished artwork that  

we have been using to send out to festivals 

and as part of our ongoing discussions of 

what the world of Deep Clean can be.  









Director/co-writer

MATT HARLOCK 
Matt’s first feature film, American 

the Bill Hicks Story, premiered at 

the London & SXSW Film Festivals, 

won several awards and was the 

2nd highest grossing documentary 

released in UK cinemas that year. 

His fiction short films have been 

shown on Channel 4, Film4 & HBO. 

Ink, Cocks & Rock’n’Roll, his first 

collaboration with Krent, was  

nominated at festivals around the 

world and picked up by VICE. 

Co-writer/creator

KRENT ABLE
Krent Able’s comics first  

appeared in The Stool Pigeon 

music magazine in 2009, and 

were later collected in Krent 

Able’s Big Book of Mischief,  

published by Knockabout in 

2012. His work has since ap-

peared in The Guardian, NME 

and Vice. In 2016 he and Matt 

collaborated on doc Ink, Cocks 

& Rock’n’Roll, and in 2018 he 

curated the technology themed 

comics anthology I Feel Machine 

for Self Made Hero. 

Executive producer

MIKE CHAPMAN
Mike Chapman worked on  

horror hits Prevenge and  

A Dark Song whilst at  

Kaleidoscope. He has served 

on the judging panel for the 

short animation award for 

BAFTA, and spoken on panels 

for Raindance, Film Wales  

and the BFI. He recently 

launched and is COO of new 

outfit Bluefinch Releasing.

Production team

REBEKAH RENFORD
& LAURA KIRBY
Rebekah Renford is a senior 

producer at Possible. She has  

several production manager  

credits and was previously at Hugo 

& Cat as a commercials producer. 

Laura Kirby is an events producer 

with an art background who is  

currently working for Unicef (when 

she is not singing in her band  

The Yes Mess.) 



Dedicated to the Deep Clean crew... 

Thank you from the bottom of our maggot infested hearts.





..
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